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Abstract
Unless all tournaments are admissible as individual preferences, we
show that, structure diversity of the range of a Pareto-optimal, neutral,
non-dictatorial, and independent of irrelevant alternatives preference rules
is greater than the structure diversity in the individual preferences upon
which these preference rules are based.
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Introduction

The works of e.g. Paul Anand (1993) and Amos Tversky (1969) show individual
preferences may be cyclic. It is therefore too restrictive to impose that collective
decisions are transitive or acyclic. Apart from the problem of …nding a "best"
or "maximal" alternative when the outcome of a collective preference exhibits
cycles, this paper demonstrates that the fundamental impossibilities for collective decision making, as spelled out in Kenneth Arrow (1978), translates to such
cyclical situations and therewith reveals even deeper insight.
To be more explicit, allowing for cyclical outcome preferences at collective
decisions allows for instance for the pairwise majority rule. A result of this
paper is that the "structure" diversity of the individual preferences is less than
that of the collective preferences. Applying the pairwise majority rule yields
"structures" in the outcome preferences which are not present at the individual
preferences. This paper shows that this holds for all preferences rules satisfying
Pareto optimality, neutrality, the independence of irrelevant alternatives, and
non-dictatorship. So, applying this result to the classical Arrow framework of
for instance linear orders, Theorem 1 means that a preference rule satisfying
Pareto optimal, neutrality, and the independence of irrelevant alternatives, is
either dictatorial or its range has to allow for cyclical structural components. As
the latter is excluded by the (classical) model, it follows that such a preference
rule is dictatorial. In many impossibility theorems the neutrality condition is
not imposed. Lemma 3 shows that under mild transitivity assumptions, which
capture all well-known types of transitivity, neutrality is implied by the other
conditions. This explains the absence of neutrality in many well-known impossibility theorems.
In case cyclical structures are admissible in individual and collective preferences the regular transitivity or acyclicity conditions used to describe a domain
1

of preferences cannot be used. Here, like Harrie de Swart ea. (1992) we specify a domain of individual preferences by a set of tournaments that is closed
under some operations. These operations are permutation, reversion, and cut
and paste. Closed under permutation means that the naming the alternatives is
immaterial to being a preference in the domain. If closedness under permutations is not satis…ed, then a condition like neutrality cannot be de…ned. Closed
under reversion means that reversing all pairs in a preference yield a new preference which is in the domain. Seeing a preference like putting alternatives in
a "left-right", "big-small", "young-old", etc. frame work the choice of where
to assign "left", "big", "young" etc. is arbitrary. So, the reversed preference
is also a preference. Closed under cut and paste means that ordering disjoint
parts of various preferences strictly and therewith obtaining a tournament yields
a preferences. Roughly speaking, being closed under cut and paste means that
preferences are described by their parts.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no literature on cyclical individual
collective preferences yielding impossibility results like Theorems 1 stating that
the range of a Pareto optimal, neutral, independent of irrelevant alternatives
and non-dictatorial preference rule is more "structure" diverse than its domain
or like Theorem 4 which spells out a lower bound for this diversity. There are
many impossibility theorems of this kind where the domain and the range satisfy certain transitivity or a-cyclicity conditions. Theorem 2 relates our results
to many of these, in particular, those concerning complete preferences. The
purpose of this paper is not to create a unifying theory of all these impossibility results. We therefore refrain from an elaborate comparison of the results
presented here with those in literature meant above. This because such a comparison would distract attention from the theoretical account presented here
that collective decision making is more di¢ cult than individual decision making
as the collective outcome preferences may embody more structure diversity than
the individual preferences.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 discusses why structural diversity increases when going from individual
to collective preferences. Section 4 shows that this result relates to the existing impossibility results. And, Section 5 strengthens the result Section 3 in
determining some lower bounds on this diversity.
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Tournaments as preferences

For a …nite set S let #S denote its cardinality. Let N = f1; 2; 3; :::; ng denote
the …nite set of n agents. Agents are usually indicated by variables i and j:
Let A denote a …nite set of m alternatives. Alternative are usually denoted
by variables a; b; c; x; y; and z: Let T denote the set of all tournaments on A.
These are binary relations on A which are complete, therewith re‡exive, and
anti-symmetric.
Let R and R0 be tournaments in T. It is standard to interpret (a; b) 2 R as a
is (strictly) ordered above b at R: Let be a permutation of A: The permutation
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of R is de…ned by R = f( (x); (y)) : (x; y) 2 Rg: The reversed of R is
de…ned by R = f(b; a) : (a; b) 2 Rg: Let B be an non-empty subset of A: The
restriction of R to B is de…ned by RjB = (R\(B B)): Note that if B equals A,
then R = RjB : For disjoint non-empty subsets B1 and B2 of B the concatenation
of RjB1 and R0 jB2 is de…ned by RjB1
R0 jB2 = RjB1 [ (B1 B2 ) [ R0 jB2 :
0
So, at RjB1
R jB2 all alternatives in B1 are ordered like in R, all alternatives
in B2 are ordered like in R0 and all alternatives in B1 are ordered above all
alternatives in B2 : It is straightforward to see that concatenation is associative.
A (sub)tournament RjB is called reducible if there are non-empty subset B1
and B2 of B such that RjB = RjB1
RjB2 : We call RjB irreducible, it is not
reducible.
Note that linear orders are transitive tournaments. The set of linear orders,
denoted by L, is a subset of the set of tournaments. In many studies on Social
Choice Theory the set of individual admissible preferences is equal to L. Here the
set of admissible preferences, denoted by D; is taken more general. We assume
that D is a domain of preferences, meaning that it is a non-empty subset of T
that is closed under
1. permutations, i.e. for all permutations
the permuted tournament R is in D,

of A and all tournaments R in D

2. reversion, i.e. for all tournaments R in D the reversed tournament
in D,

R is

3. cut and paste, i.e. for all non-trivial subsets B of A and all tournaments
R and R0 in D tournament RjB
R0 j(AnB) is in D.
Being closed under permutations for an domain of admissible preferences
means that the roles/positions of alternatives in the admissible preferences can
be swapped. This prevents discrimination between alternatives. Being closed
under reversion prevents discrimination of the "direction" to which we order.
Orders on a scale from left to right, from high to low, from good to bad, from
best to worst, etc... are reversible yielding an order on a scale from right to
left, from low to high, from bad to good, from worst to best, respectively. Here
concatenation is considered to be a basic idea of ordering as it puts parts of
tournaments in line: left to right or best to worst. In view of this cut and past
means that parts of admissible preferences are admissible.
It is straightforward to check that L is closed under permutations, reversion,
and under cut and paste. Further, from any tournament by a sequence of cut
and paste operations we may construct any given linear order. This means that
L is a subset of any domain of preferences. Also we have the following basic
observation that being closed under permutations, reversion and cut and past
is intersection robust.
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Proposition 1 Let U and V be two sets of tournaments.
1. If U and V are both closed under permutations, then U \ V is closed under
permutations,
2. If U and V are both closed under reversions, then U \ V is closed under
reversion, and
3. If U and V are both closed under cut and paste, then U \ V is closed under
cut and paste.
Proof. To proof the implication at (1) let both U and V be closed under
permutations. Let R 2 U \ V and let be a permutation of A: It is su¢ cient to
prove that R 2 U\V. As R 2 U\V, R 2 U: As U is closed under permutations
it follows that R 2 U. Similarly it follows that R 2 V. So, R 2 U \ V.
To proof the implication at (2) let both U and V be closed under reversion.
Let R 2 U \ V. It is su¢ cient to prove that R 2 U \ V. As R 2 U \ V, R 2 U:
As U is closed under reversion it follows that R 2 U. Similarly it follows that
R 2 V. So, R 2 U \ V.
To proof the implication at (3) let both U and V be closed under cut and
paste. Let R and R0 be in U \ V and let B be a non-trivial subset of A:
It is su¢ cient to prove that RjB
R0 j(AnB) 2 U \ V. As R and R0 are in
0
U \ V, R and R are in U: As U is closed under cut and paste it follows that
RjB
R0 j(AnB) 2 U. Similarly it follows that RjB
R0 j(AnB) 2 V. So,
0
RjB
R j(AnB) 2 U \ V.
Let S be an arbitrary set of tournaments. By Proposition 1 we can …nd the
smallest domain of preferences containing S as follows
(S) = \fD : S

D and D is a domain of preferencesg:

It is clear that many sets of tournaments are satisfying these three closedness
conditions. Let v and w be positive integers. Let Tv;w denote the set of those
tournaments T for which there are a number, say k; a partition B 1 ; B 2 ; :::; B k
of A and sub-tournaments T 1 jB 1 ; T 2 jB 2 ; :::; and T k jB k , with
1. #B t

v,

2. #(T t jB t nRt jB t )
3. T = T 1 jB 1

w for some Rt 2 L; and

T 2 jB 2

::::

T k jB k :

As #B t v, the cycle length in tournaments in Tv;w is at most v and irreducible parts T t jB t are at most w preference swaps away from a linear order.
Sets Tv;w are examples of domains of preferences. Although this is straightforward to check we may also refer to Harrie de Swart ea. (1992).
Let I denote the identity relation on A; i.e. I = f(x; x) : x 2 Ag: Restrictions, permutations and cut and paste operations may be applied to I yielding
the obvious results.
4

Let DN denote the set of pro…les. A pro…le p is a function from N to D.
Tournament p(i) denotes the preference of agent i at pro…le p: Permutations,
restrictions, and cut and paste operations on tournaments can be extended to
pro…les component-wise as follows. Let p and q be two pro…les in DN : Let
be a permutation on A: Let B be a non-trivial subset of A:Then, p is the
permuted pro…le such that for all agents i in N ( p)(i) = (p(i)): Further,
pjB is the restricted pro…le such that for all agents i in N (pjB )(i) = (p(i)jB ):
The reversed pro…le p of p is de…ned by ( p)(i) = p(i) for all agents i
in N: And pjB
qj(AnB) is the cut and past result de…ned coordinate-wise
by (pjB
qj(AnB) )(i) = p(i)jB
q(i)j(AnB) for all agents i in N: Note that
because D is closed under permutations and under cut and paste the coordinatewise extensions de…ned above are in DN :
In this paper collective decisions are formalized by preference rules, i.e. a
function ' from DN to T. We say that a coalition S; i.e. a subset of N; is
winning if for all distinct alternatives a and b and pro…les p such that (a; b) 2
\fp(i) : i 2 Sg and (b; a) 2 \fp(i) : i 2 N nSg
(a; b) 2 '(p):
So, S is winning if at every pro…le p the collective preference '(p) entails all
those pairs where S unanimously agrees upon and N nS unanimously opposes
upon. We consider the following four conditions for preference rules
- Pareto optimality for all pro…les p
\fp(i) : i 2 N g

'(p);

- Neutrality for all pro…les p and all permutations

of A

'( p) = ('(p));
- Independence of irrelevant alternatives for all pro…les p and q and all alternatives a and b
pjfa;bg = qjfa;bg implies '(p)jfa;bg = '(q)jfa;bg ;
- No winning single agents for all agents i in N
fig is not winning.
A simple game is a pair (N; W ); where N is the set of agents and W a set
of subsets of N . We assume that N is in W: Sets S in W are called winning.
Simple game (N; W ) is called
- proper if N nS 2
= W for all S 2 W ,
- strong if N nS 2 W for all S

N and S 2
= W;and
5

- zero one if fig 2
= W for all i 2 N:
Remark 1 Simple Game
Consider a neutral preference rules ' that is independent of irrelevant alternatives. Then for all S N
S is winning
if and only if
for some distinct alternatives x and y and some pro…le p in DN
(x; y) 2 '(p); (x; y) 2 \fp(i) : i 2 Sg and (y; x) 2 \fp(i) : i 2 N nSg:
Let ' be a Pareto optimal and neutral preference rule that is independent of
irrelevant alternatives. Let ' have no winning single agents. By the foregoing
equivalence we can associate to ' a unique simple game G ' = (N; W ' ), where
W ' consists of those subsets of N that are winning at ': Because ' is neutral
and independent of irrelevant alternatives and assigns a complete and antisymmetric relation to any pro…le p we have that this simple game is proper and
strong. As ' has no winning single agents this simple game is zero one.
Reversely we can associate to each zero one, proper and strong simple game
G = (N; W ) a neutral and Pareto optimal preference rule 'G that has no single
winning agents and that is independent of irrelevant alternatives, where at an
arbitrary pro…le p in DN outcome 'G (p) contains all those pairs of alternatives
(a; b); such that
a = b or fi 2 N : (a; b) 2 p(i)g 2 W:
G

'

It is straightforward to see that 'G = ' and G ' = G for appropriate preference
rules ' and simple games G.
Example 1 Odd preference rule

Preference rule 'odd satis…es Pareto optimality, neutrality and the independence of irrelevant alternatives. Although it is not dictatorial in the usual sense
agents 1, 2 and 3 are all three winning. It is de…ned for an arbitrary pro…le p
and arbitrary tuple of alternatives a and b as follows
(a; b) 2 'odd (p) if #fi 2 f1; 2; 3g : (a; b) 2 p(i)g is odd.
Lemma 1 Let preference rule ' be Pareto optimal, neutral and independent of
irrelevant alternatives. Further, assume that there are no winning agents at '.
Then there are three winning coalitions, say S; T , and V , such that S \ T; S \ V;
and T \ V partition N:
Proof. Consider a winning coalition S such that each of its subsets is not
winning. Because G ' is a zero one and proper simple game we have that n >
#S 2: Take i 2 S: Then by the choice of S the coalition Snfig is not winning.
But then as G ' is a strong simple game T = N n(Snfig) is winning. Take
V = N nfig: As fig is not winning at ' and G ' is a strong simple game N nfig
is winning. Note that, S \ T = fig; S \ V = Snfig, and T \ V = N nS: This
completes the proof.
6
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The structure diversity di¤erence between individual and collective preferences

b = f(as ; at ) : 1
Consider linear order R
s
t
mg ordering a1 best, a2
second best, a3 third best and so on to am which is ordered worst. It follows
b
straightforwardly that L = (fRg):
So, the set of linear orders is the smallest
b
domain of preferences containing linear order R:
b
b
Next, consider tournament T3 = (Rnf(a1 ; a3 )g) [ f(a3 ; a1 )g having a 3-cycle,
b
that is a cycle of length three, at the top and for the rest coincides with R:
b
Using cut and paste any linear order can be obtained from T3 : Permutations
may map the cycle on every triple of alternatives. Noting that every 3-cycle is
only one preference swap away from a linear order, it is elementary, to verify
that (fTb3 g) = T3;1 . So, T3;1 is the smallest domain of preferences containing
b
a tournament with precisely one top 3-cycle. Taking Tbk = (Rnf(a
1 ; ak )g) [
f(ak ; a1 )g, for k
3; a tournament with precisely one top cycle of length k
being precisely one preference swap away from a linear order. It is elementary
to deduce that (fTbk g) = Tk;1 : So, Tk;1 is the smallest domain of preferences
containing a tournament with precisely one top cycle of length k that is precisely
one preference swap away from a linear order.
The previous shows that many subsets of the set of tournaments are domains of preferences. These di¤er from each other by the "structures" which
are admissible in these preferences. For instance, the examples above allow for
structures obtained from a linear order in which only the pair "(best, worst)"
is reversed to "(worst,best)". Like in Storcken and de Swart(1992) di¤erences
between domains of preferences are based on such "basic structures" as preferences result from concatenations of these. For example preferences in T3;1
may have cycles of length 3, a basic structure which is not present in linear
orders. On the other hand, preferences in T3;1 do not have cycles of length 4.
This means that a path of length 3, going along 4 distinct alternatives has a
direct short cut from its start to its end. Regularly, together with completeness
and strictness conditions, such "transitivity conditions" are used to distinguish
di¤erent types of preferences. Here these transitivity conditions do not work
for instance to clarify the di¤erence between T5;2 and T5;3 . As preferences may
be cyclical, more "subtle" distinctions between preferences are needed to enable
the expression of our results.
In di¤erent domains of preferences di¤erent "basic structures" may be ordered "linearly", i.e. one after an other. Thereby, for arbitrary situations it
is not clear whether based ion these "basic structures" a sensible comparison
exists. However, if one domain, say D1 ; is a strict subset of the other, say D2 ; i.e.
D1 D2 , then we call the latter more structure diverse. Indeed in that case all
"basic structure" present among some preferences in D1 are, via this presumed
inclusion, also present in some of the preferences in D2 : But as this presumed
inclusion is strict some "structures" found among the preferences in D2 cannot be found among those in D1 , as otherwise by the closedness conditions the
domains of preferences would be equal.
7

Next, we will compare the structure diversity of a domain of preferences D
with the structure diversity of the range '(DN ) of a neutral and Pareto optimal
preference rule ' that is independent of irrelevant alternatives. The following
Proposition shows that this range '(DN ) is a domain of preferences.
Proposition 2 Let D be a domain of preferences. Let ' be a neutral and Pareto
optimal preference rule that is independent of irrelevant alternatives on DN :
Then '(DN ) the range of ' is a domain of preferences. Furthermore, D
'(DN ).
Proof. Let R; R0 2 '(DN ). Let ; =
6 B A and let be a permutation of A: In
order to prove that the range '(DN ) of ' is closed under permutations, reversion,
and cut and paste it is su¢ cient to show that R 2 '(DN ); R 2 '(DN ); and
RjB
R0 j(AnB) 2 '(DN ): As R; R0 2 '(DN ) there are pro…les p and p0 in DN
such that '(p) = R and '(p0 ) = R0 .
Neutrality now implies that '( p) = '(p) = R: So, R 2 '(DN ):
To show that R 2 '(DN ) let (a; b) 2 R for some distinct alternatives a
and b: It is su¢ cient to show that (b; a) 2 '( p): Let be the permutation of
A such that (a) = b; (b) = a and (x) = x for all alternatives x 2 Anfa; bg:
Note that pjfa;bg = pjfa;bg : So, by the independence of irrelevant alternatives
we have '( p)jfa;bg = '( p)jfa;bg : As (a; b) 2 R = '(p) neutrality implies
(b; a) = ( (a); (b)) 2 '( p): So, (b; a) 2 '( p):
Take q = pjB
p0 j(AnB) : Because D is closed with respect to cut and
N
paste q is in D : As pjB = qjB and p0 j(AnB) = qj(AnB) the independence
of irrelevant alternative implies '(q)jB = '(p)jB = RjB and '(q)j(AnB) =
'(p0 )j(AnB) = R0 j(AnB) : Pareto optimality implies that B (AnB)
'(q).
So, RjB
R0 j(AnB) = '(q) 2 '(DN ):
To prove the furthermore part let R 2 D. It is su¢ cient to prove R 2 '(DN ):
Consider unanimous pro…le r in DN such that r(i) = R for all agents i: Pareto
optimality implies that '(r) = R:So, R 2 '(DN ):
Theorem 1 shows that the range of a Pareto optimal and neutral preference
rule which is independent of irrelevant alternatives and which has no single
winning agents is more structure diverse than that of the domain unless the
domain consists of all possible tournaments. Lemma 2 prepares the proof of
this Theorem.
Lemma 2 Let D be a domain of preferences. Let R 2 T and R 2
= D. Then for
some subset of alternatives X = fx1 ; x2 ; :::; xk g;
1. Rj(AnX)

Ijfx1 g

2. Rj(An(X[fyg))

:::

Ijfx1 g

Ijfxk g 2
= D and
:::

Ijfxk g

Ijfyg 2 D for all y 2 AnX:

Furthermore, if #(RnR0 ) = 1 for some R0 in D, #(Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g ) = 1:
:::
Ijfxk g nR0 j(AnX)

Ijfx1 g

Proof. Let X = fx1 ; x2 ; :::; xk g: We may choose subset X of A such that
#X = k is maximal and R = Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g is not in D.
8

Because #X is maximal we have Rj(An(X[fyg))
Ijfyg
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g
is in D for all y 2 AnX:
To prove the furthermore part note that (Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g nR0 j(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g ) (RnR0 ): Now Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g 2
= D and R0 j(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g 2 D imply Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g 6= R0 j(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g :Consequently
0 < #(Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g nR0 j(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g )
#(RnR0 ) = 1 and #(Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g nR0 j(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g ) = 1:
Theorem 1 Let D T be a domain of preferences. Let ' be a preference rule
from DN to T that is neutral, Pareto optimal and independent of irrelevant alternatives. Let ' have no single winning agents. Then '(DN ) is more structure
diverse than D.
Proof. As D is a proper subset of the set of tournaments T there exist R 2 T
with R 2
= D. Next consider R0 in D for which #(RnR0 ) is minimal. There is
a (swap) path of tournaments R = R0 ; R1 ; :::; Rk = R0 such that Rt nRt+1 =
f(xt ; y t )g for t 2 f0; 1; :::; k 1g and f(xt ; y t ) : t 2 f0; 1; :::; k 1gg = RnR0 :
Clearly Rk 1 is not in D as R0 in D minimizes #(RnR0 ): So, without loss of
generality we may assume that R = Rk 1 and therewith that #(RnR0 ) = 1: By
Lemma 2 we may assume that
1. #(RnR0 ) = 1 for some R0 in D and
2. R = Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g and Rj(An(X[fyg))
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g
Ijfyg is in D for all y 2 AnX where X = fx1 ; x2 ; :::; xk g is a
subset of A.
Next we show that R is in '(DN ) which in view of Proposition 2 is su¢ cient
to complete the proof. As #(RnR0 ) = 1 there is precisely one pair of alternatives
(a; b) which is in R but not in R0 : Let Xin = fx 2 Xnfag : (x; a) 2 Rg and
Xout = fx 2 Xnfag : (a; x) 2 Rg: Note that b 2 Xout . By Lemma 1 there are
winning coalitions S; T and V such that S \ T; S \ V and T \ V partition N:
Consider pro…le p for which we will show that '(p) = R. This pro…le is de…ned
for an agent i 2 N as follows
RjXin

Ijfag
Ijfag
Rj(Anfag)

RjXout
Rj(Anfag)
Ijfag

=
=
=

p(i) for i
p(i) for i
p(i) for i

2 S\T
2 T \V :
2 S\V

By property 2 it follows that Rj(Anfag)
Ijfag is in D. Note that Xin ; fag;
and Xout partition A. Applying cut and paste to Rj(Anfag)
Ijfag 2 D and
B = Xin [ fag; yields that RjXin
Ijfag
RjXout = (RjXin
Ijfag )jB
(RjXout
Ijfag )j(AnB) = (Rj(Anfag)
Ijfag )jB
(Rj(Anfag)
Ijfag )j(AnB) is
in D. Applying cut and paste to Rj(Anfag)
Ijfag and B = fag yields Ijfag
Rj(Anfag) = (Rj(Anfag)
Ijfag )jB
(Rj(Anfag)
Ijfag )j(AnB) we obtain is in
D. So, p is in DN .
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Let (x; y) 2 R with x 6= y: To prove that '(p) = R it is su¢ cient to prove
that (x; y) 2 '(p): Consider the following table of decisiveness
xny
fag
Xin
Xout

fag

Xin

S

N
V

Xout
T
:
N
N

It indicates by which winning coalition (x; y) is in '(p): For instance if x = a
and y 2 Xout winning coalition T , at the second row fourth column, applies
to pro…le p to yield (x; y) 2 '(p): Note that indeed at pro…le p in this case all
agents in N nT = S \ V prefer y to x = a at p: As N nT is not winning we denote
a
at the appropriate entry in this table. It is straightforward to check this
table by which the result follows.
Theorem 1 shows that when individual preferences are aggregated by a neutral and Pareto optimal preference rule that is independent of irrelevant alternatives, then the range of such a rule is more structure diverse than the preferences
in the domain which are aggregated, unless the rule has winning agents. This
means that in the absence of winning agents such rules loose order information
in the aggregating process as by allowing for more "basic structures".
Remark 2
Note that in the proof of Theorem 1 to show that R is in '(DN ) condition
2 may be substituted by
2* RjAnfag

Ijfag is in L.

So, under same premises onD and ' similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 it
follows that tournaments R satisfying condition 1 and this condition 2* are in
the range '(DN ) of ':
Remark 3 Substitution
Let ' be a neutral and Pareto optimal preference rule being independent
of irrelevant alternatives and having no single winning agents from DN to T.
e be a tournament in the domain D.
Consider the pro…le p of Theorem 1. Let R
Let Y and Z be a partition of A; where a 2 Z. Consider the pro…le pe de…ned
by
RjXin \Y

eZ
Rj
e
RjZ
RjY

RjXout \Y
RjY
eZ
Rj

= p(i) for i 2
= p(i) for i 2
= p(i) for i 2

e Z for Ijfag . De…ne
That is pe is obtained from p by substituting Rj
e Z)
Sub(RjY [fag ; a; Rj

=

eZ
RjY [ Rj
[
[
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S\T
T \V :
S\V

f(x; y) 2 Y Z : (x; a) 2 RjY [fag g
f(x; y) 2 Z Y : (a; y) 2 RjY g:

e Z ) is the tournament obtained from RjY [fag by subThat is Sub(RjY [fag ; a; Rj
e
stituting a with RjZ : Like in the proof of Theorem 1 we get '(e
p) =
e Z ); where the table of decisiveness is as follows
Sub(RjY [fag ; a; Rj
xny
Z
Xin \ Y
Xout \ Y

4

Z
N
S

Xin \ Y
N
V

Xout \ Y
T
:
N
N

Applications with respect to transitivity

Here we show that Theorem 1 implies the classical well-known impossibility
result, when in the collective preference we exclude cycles with length smaller
than or equal to the number of alternatives m. This condition formalizes as
follows.
For integer k 3 we say that tournament R is k-transitive if (a1 ; ak ) 2 R for
all distinct alternatives a1 ; a2 ; :::; ak with (at ; at+1 ) 2 R for all 1 t < k: Note
that the usual notion of transitivity coincides with 3-transitivity. Also note that
4-transitivity excludes cycles with length 4 but allows for cycles of length three.
And so on k-transitivity excludes cycles with length k but allows for cycles with
a strictly smaller length.
It is straight forward to check that the set of all k-transitive tournaments is
a domain of preferences.
First we deduce that if the range of a Pareto optimal and independent of
irrelevant alternatives preference rule satis…es a transitivity condition the preference rule is neutral. Furthermore, in that case winning is monotone, meaning
that for coalitions S and T;with S T , T is winning whenever S is winning.
Lemma 3 Let D T be a domain of preferences. Let preference rule ' from
DN to T be Pareto optimal preference and independent of irrelevant alternatives.
Let all tournaments in the range '(DN ) be k-transitive, where k m: Preference
rule ' is neutral and winning is monotone.
Proof. (Neutrality) Let S
N: De…ne DS = f(x; y) : (x; y) 2 '(p) for all
pro…les p with (x; y) 2 p(i) for all agents i in S and (y; x) 2 p(i) for all agents
i in N nSg: Note that DS contains the pairs on which S is winning. As ' is
independent of irrelevant alternatives DS = f(x; y) : (x; y) 2 '(p) for some
pro…les p with (x; y) 2 p(i) for all agents i in S and (y; x) 2 p(i) for all agents
i in N nSg: That is under the independence of irrelevant alternatives winning
on (x; y) at some pro…le with maximal opposition means winning (x; y) at all
pro…le with maximal opposition. To prove neutrality it is su¢ cient to show that
DS 6= I implies A A = DS : Therefore it is su¢ cient to prove for every three
distinct alternatives x, y; and z, with (x; y) 2 DS and S T N that
1. (x; z) 2 DT and
2. (z; y) 2 DT .
11

To prove (1) consider pro…le p as follows
x
y
y

y
x
a3

a3
a3
a4

a4
a4
:::

:::
:::
ak

1

ak
ak
z

1
1

z ak
z ak
x ak

::: am
::: am
::: am

= p(i) for
i2S
= p(i) for i 2 T nS
= p(i) for i 2 N nT

,

where a3 ; :::; ak 1 are k 3 distinct alternatives in Anfx; y; zg: As linear orders
are in all domains of preferences p is in DN . As (x; y) 2 DS it follows that (x; y) 2
'(p); and Pareto optimality implies (y; a3 ); (a3 ; a4 ); :::; (ak 2 ; ak 1 ); (ak 1 ; z)
2 '(p): So, k-transitivity implies (x; z) 2 '(p) and therewith (x; z) 2 DT :
Similarly we can prove (2).
(Monotonicity) Let S be winning and S
T: It is su¢ cient to prove that
T is winning. For S
T
N part (1) implies that if A A = DS 6= I;then
DT 6= I: So, like above it follows that DT = A A: This means that T is
winning.
We say that preference rule ' is dictatorial if there is an agent j such that
a coalition S is winning if and only if j 2 S: In that case j is also called the
dictator.
Theorem 2 Let k
m: Let D be the set all k-transitive tournaments. Let '
be a Pareto optimal preference rule from DN to T; which additionally is independent of irrelevant alternatives. Let all tournaments in the range '(DN ) be
k-transitive, where k m: Then ' is dictatorial.
Proof. Lemma 3 implies that ' is neutral. As '(DN ) consists of k-transitive
tournaments only, we have '(DN ) D. So, Theorem 1 implies that there is a
winning single agent, say j: As by Lemma 3 winning is monotone it follows that
' is dictatorial with dictator j:
Theorem 2 shows that unless a Pareto optimal and independent of irrelevant
alternatives preference rule is dictatorial collective preferences in its range do
not satisfy the same transitivity conditions as the individual preferences in its
domain. The following Theorem shows that independent of the domain of individual preferences the collective preferences in the range of a Pareto optimal
and not dictatorial preference rule which is independent of irrelevant alternatives
may violate k-transitive for every k m:
Theorem 3 Let D be domain of preferences. Let ' be a Pareto optimal preference rule from DN to T which additionally is independent of irrelevant alternatives and not dictatorial. Then for all k m there are tournaments in '(DN )
that are not k-transitive.
Proof. If D = T, then as by Pareto optimality D
'(DN ); it follows that
N
'(D ) = T. In that case the Theorem follows evidently. So, let D T. To the
contrary for this case suppose there is a number k m such that all collective
preferences in '(DN ) that are k-transitive. Then by Lemma 3 it follows that
' is neutral and winning is monotone. So, there are no winning agents, as
otherwise by the monotonicity of winning ' would have been dictatorial. As all
12

preferences in '(DN ) that are k-transitive, Tbk is not in '(DN ): But Tbk is just
b As the
one preference swap, of (ak ; a1 ) to (a1 ; ak ), away from linear order R:
linear orders are contained in D we have a contradiction because by Remark 2
it follows that Tbk is in '(DN ):

5

Applications with respect to structure diversity

Let both domains D and D0 be closed under permutations and cut and paste.
Domain D0 is said to be minimally more structure diverse than domain D,
notation D m D0 , if
1. D

D0 and

2. S = D or S = D0 for all sets of tournament S which are closed under both
permutations and cut and paste and D S D0 :
Lemma 4 can also be found in Storcken en de Swart (19..) because the model
at hand is slightly di¤erent here we state and proof the Lemma 1 . For a set
of tournaments S let S denote the (inclusion) smallest set that is closed under
permutations and cut and paste and that contains S 2 .
Lemma 4 Let domain D0 be minimally more structure diverse than domain D.
Then there are R 2
= D and subset X = fx1 ; x2 ; :::; xk g of A such that
1. R = Rj(AnX)
2. Rj(An(X[fyg))
and

Ijfx1 g
Ijfx1 g

:::
:::

Ijfxk g ,
Ijfxk g

Ijfyg is in D for all y 2 AnX

3. D0 = D [ fRg
Moreover, let R0 2 D0 . Let Y = fy1 ; y2 ; :::; yk
tion A: Then R0 jY
Ijfz1 g
:::
Ijfzl g 2 D.

1g

and Z = fz1 ; :::; zl g parti-

Proof. By Lemma 2 we may …nd a tournament R and subset X of A such
that (1) and (2) are satis…ed. It is clear that D D [ fRg and D [ fRg D0 :
Because D0 is minimally more structure diverse than domain D (3) follows.
For the proof of the moreover part assume that R0 jY
Ijfz1 g
:::
Ijfzl g 2
= D. It is su¢ cient to prove that R0 jY
Ijfz1 g
:::
Ijfzl g = R for
some permutation on A. Having R0 jY
Ijfz1 g
:::
Ijfzl g 2
= D, we may
…nd a number k 0 subset X 0 = fx01 ; x02 ; :::; x0k0 g of A such that Z X 0
1 Here
2 Note

we do not use closedness under reversion.
that

1. if D1 and D2 and close under permutations then so is D1 \ D2 ;

2. if D1 and D2 and close under cut and paste then so is D1 \ D2 :

So, smallest is well de…ned.
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1. R0 = Rj(AnX 0 )

Ijfx01 g

2. R0 j(An(X[fyg))
and

Ijfx01 g

:::
:::

Ijfx0k g ,
Ijfx0k g

Ijfyg is in D for all y 2 AnX 0

3. D00 = D [ fR0 g.
As R0 2 D0 we have D00 D0 . Since D0 is a minimal extension of D, it follows
that D00 = D0 . So, D [ fR0 g = D [ fRg: Obviously, as both R0 ; R 2
= D, this
means that R0 = R for some permutation on A. So, R0 jY
Ijfz1 g
:::
Ijfzl g = R:
Let R be a tournament and B a non-empty subset of A: Restricted tournament RjB is called reducible if RjB = RjB1
RjB2 for some partition B1 and B2
of B: If RjB is not reducible it is called irreducible. Note that this means that
RjB contains a Hamilton circuit. Let D m D0 . Taking R and X like in Lemma
4 note that for all ; =
6 Y
AnX we have that Rj(AnX) 6= RjY
Rj(An(X[Y )) :
As otherwise by cut and paste closedness RjY
Lj(AnY ) ; and Lj(X[Y )
Rj(An(X[Y )) are in D for some linear order L in D. This then would imply with
cut and paste closedness that R = RjY
Rj(An(X[Y ))
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g
is in D. This contradicts R 2
= D. So, then Rj(AnX) is irreducible.
Theorem 4 Let D be a domain. Let ' be a neutral, and Pareto optimal preference rule which additionally is independent of irrelevant alternatives from DN
to T and which has no single winning agent. Let R 2 TnD be irreducible and
X = fx1 ; x2 ; :::; xk g be a subset of A such that R = Rj(AnX)
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g . Let D m D1 m D2 m D3 m ::: m Dk : Then '(DN ) * Dk :
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Rj(An(X[fyg))
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g
Ijfyg is in D for all y 2 AnX. Further, without loss of generality
we may assume that (R0 jB
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g ; RjB
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g ) = 1 for some R0 jB
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g 2 D. So, for some pair
(a; b) in RjB
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g the pair (b; a) is in R0 jB
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g : Now by Remark 3 Sub(RjBnfag ; a; Ijfag
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g )
N
t
e
is in '(D ). For t 2 f0; 1; 2; :::; kg let R = Sub(RjBnfag ; a; Ijfag
Ijfx1 g
:::
Ijfxk g )j(Anfxt ;xt+1 ;:::;xk g
Ijfxt g
:::
Ijfxk g ; where x0 = a: Let
e 0 = D [ fR
e t+1 = D [ fR
e0 g and D
et g for 1 t k: Clearly R
ek 2 '(DN ): Next
D
t
t
e t 1 for all for 1 t k: If R
e t 1 ; then by the moreover
e 2
e 2D
we prove that R
=D
t 1
e
et j(Anfx ;x ;x ;:::;x g
part of Lemma 4 we have the contradiction R
=R
t 1 t t+1
k
e
Ijfxt 1 g
:::
Ijfxk g 2 Dt 1 . This means that it needs minimally k + 1
ek :
minimal extension from D to reach a domain that contains R
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